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Decisions of Baltic Sea Indigenous Court on the
Criminal Nuclear War Systems of the Iron Death Cage
conference-court X
In the network of the holy Internet
Skype BaltijasSaule and Youtube channels FreeLatvia, RadioactiveBSR, Baltic Sea
Indigenous etc. form the Initial meetings between August 17 and September 9th
(1)2017 into ongoing courts of justice.
A series of originally quarterly week-long Conferences-Courts
International Foundation for Research on Radioactivity Risk, www.IFRRR.org, proudly
presents the decisions of the tenth of the conference-courts organized by Baltic Sea Region
Radioactivity Watch and Baltic Sea Indigenous Court in holy Ropaži, Latvia and holy
Jordbro, Sweden. The goal of the conference entitled: Criminalize Nuclear War Systems
(CNWS) is to establish a platform for a global network of independent indigenous judges
aimed at criminalising the current death cult systems that have brought us to the risk of
Nuclear War and offering solutions to achieve safe systems. The strategy is to try to find a
way of ignoring the statements of military and corporate businesses and to present radically
honest work by independent scientists spreading their findings to those still fully alive and
not bio-robotised.
Iron Death Cage

In sociology, the iron cage is a term coined by Max Weber for the increased rationalization
inherent in social life, particularly in Western capitalist societies. The "iron cage" thus
traps individuals in systems based purely on teleological efficiency, rational calculation and
control, by others called as weapons of math-destruction. Weber also described the
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bureaucratization of social order as "the polar night of icy darkness". The original German
term is stahlhartes Gehäuse; this was translated into "iron cage", an expression made
familiar to English language speakers by Talcott Parsons in his 1930 translation of Weber's
The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.
Baltic Sea Indigenous Court has concluded that the Iron Cage is furthermore a Death Cage
as our children have been trapped without a chance to survive in this suicidal cult where
the whole matrix of Nuclear War Systems is trapping them to take their lives.

Common and natural law vs Roman law.
The commonly cited objective and justification for invoking criminal law is harm to others,
but it cannot deal with all important situations. For example, people are not necessarily
harmed by public nudity, that has been criminalised, but they can be mass murdered by
conspiracies and corporations, that have been profiting at everybody’s expense while
destroying the wealth of all living.
People experience a range of physical and social injuries in different contexts which will
vary according to the level of economic and political development of their country. Some
will be injured out of poverty and malnutrition, others by violence which might stem from a
major conflict such as war or from personal violence in a robbery. The environment may be
damaged by pollution, there may be hazards at work. The extent to which behavior which is

considered morally wrong in a given jurisdiction should be criminalized has been controversial in
Roman law.

Lying or breaking promises have not been in general criminalised in Roman law courts, and
this is consistent with the concept of sins that shall be forgiven, creating the frame of
ongoing sins and betrayal that has been a scientifically globally imposed concept discussed
by Friedrich Hayek.
Lying or breaking promises has always been criminal in the indigenous courts of common
and natural law and sins are not part of the indigenous culture. There is no need to sin in
the gift economy that is based upon a concept of abundance where everything is shared
quite equally and the very culture is the law of heart-consciousness. There is no business of
profit for private gain in indigenous culture, only loving welfare for all and the best for
future generations.

Indigenous diarchs instead of hidden global governers/mass murderers
The hidden rulers and secret global governments, that are part of the current disastrous
Criminal Nuclear War Systems, have been challenged by the diarchs of Godland to stop the
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irresponsible global suicide, by proclamation of the rule of the diarchs, Ditta and Leif of
Godland stop the era of invisible ghosts ruling endless wars of mass genocide.
The Method which is introduced is to encourage any racial, ethnogenetical and language
group to establish a welfare society for its members through their indigenous leadership,
courts and oxa money, redistributing the planetary resources justly among the native
peoples and citizens of their lands.

Procedure
First of all a State has to be established as most of the countries do not have any States any
more as they have been turned into private corporations that have occupied local people’s
natural inheritance and taken them into corporate slavery bondage. When the corporations
pretending to be a State had debates whether to respond to a source of injury by
criminalising the behaviour that produces it, there have been no pre-set criteria to apply in
formulating social policy. There was no ontological reality to crime. The criminal justice
system responded to a substantial number of events that did not produce significant
hardship to individual citizens. Moreover, events which did cause serious injuries and
should be dealt with as crimes, e.g. situations of corporate manslaughter, have previously
been either ignored or dealt with as civil matters.
The criminalisation process defines and classifies behaviour. It broadcasts the laws so that
no-one may have the excuse of ignorance, and disposes of those who will not obey. Modern
Roman law created more criminal laws than ever and they have been penetrating deep into
the social structures of all societies. Crime control has become an industry, yet it remained
ineffective in providing protection to all its citizens from more harm than ever before. Most
importantly it has been the frame in which the civilization has been broken down to
modern feudalism and the consequence of the threat of total apocalyptic extinction.

Roman Pontiff is NULLIFIED
To stop the staged death of civilisations Diarchs Ditta and Leif of Godland have declared to
BE IT KNOWN that as of June 11, 12017 (10´added indigenous) the UNAM SANCTUM of
1302 which declares it “absolutely necessary for salvation that every human creature be
subject to the Roman Pontiff” is NULLIFIED. The Universe, inclusive of Earth, is returned
to all men and women alive, THE RIGHTFUL HUMAN HEIRS OF CREATION.
BE IT KNOWN that as of June 11, 12017 the United Nations, Vatican City parent
corporation, is FORCLOSED. Vatican City is REPOSSESSED. The office of “Pontiff” is
RETIRED. The Vatican is officially and lawfully DIVESTED OF POWER.
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BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that all encyclicals, bulls, orders, decrees, and statements
coming out of the Vatican City State or through any of its representatives are NULL AND
VOID UPON INCEPTION.
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that the genocidal global banking system is canceled by
this document and others like Bank Charters Cancelled on Oct 24 2012: (Refer: TRUE
BILL: WA DC UCC Doc# 2012114776 Oct 24 2012)
BE IT FURTHER KNOWN that as of Declaration on June 10, 12017, under the court
decision of March 7, 12016 Diarchs of Godland convicted the corporation LR
MINISTRU KABINETS pretending to be representatives of state, and LR MINISTRU
KABINETS officers are convicted of fraud, extortion, human trafficking, involuntary
servitude, murder, high treason, and crimes against humanity, all Vatican controlled
corporate governmental powers and authority are revoked and nullified and all
such personnel are hereby ordered to immediately prepare Indigenous
Decentralisation.
Whereas Ditta & Leif of Godland have declared Indigenous Decenralisation on any
and all corporate CHARTERS of all business corporations pretending to be
governments of peoples of all 200 states of the world such as Switzerland, Austria,
Vatican, China, Japan, City of London, Russia, Israel, DC Columbia, The United States
Federal Government, UNITED STATES of America, “STATE of ...", business corporation
United Nations registered i New York, Inclusive of any and all abbreviations, idem sonans,
or other legal, financial or managerial forms, any and all international equivalents, inclusive
of any and all OFFICES, inclusive of any and all OFFICERS, PUBLIC SERVANTS,
EXECUTIVE ORDERS, TREATIES, CONSTITUTIONS, MEMBERSHIP, ACTS, and any and
all other contracts and agreements made thereunder and thereby, are now, void, worthless,
or otherwise cancelled, unrebutted;
WHEREAS the conditions set forth by the Rulers of Godland fr 11.6.12017 and Baltic Sea
Indigenous Court order fr 7.3.12016, have been breached; and WHEREAS clause 29 among
other states: “Breaches of these clauses shall result in reprisals;” and
WHEREAS, according to International Law, a reprisal is an act of restoration, short of war,
for damage or loss suffered;
and WHEREAS on 1st of June, 12015, an indigenous peoples court, the Baltic Sea Indigenous
Court , was reestablished; and WHEREAS the needs and aspirations of each man and
woman are therefore protected by the wise and loving indigenous elders;
WHEREAS Indigenous people of Latvia have used their own traditional ancient wisdom
and have reestablished Indigenous law through recent declarations
(http://www.labie.lv/deklaracijas/ ), Latvian Society Latvian Honor Court had 15.20.15
among others reestablished following laws for the Indigenous People
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3. Traditional structures of INDIGENOUS men and women make orders to county and
state executives (PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU tradicionālās pašnoteikšanās struktūras rīko
pašvaldību un valsts izpildvaras )
4. Traditional structures consist of INDIGENOUS Courts and INDIGENOUS konns/-as who
represent INDIGENOUS people (PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU tradicionālās pašnoteikšanās
struktūras sastāv no ķēniņiem/-nēm kas pārstāv viņus/-as izraudzījušās dzimtas un
PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU Goda tiesām)
5. County and state institutions have to know INDIGENOUS rights and to implement them
(pašvaldībām un valsts institūciju darbiniekiem ir jāzin PAMATIEDZĪVOTĀJU tiesības un
jāīsteno tās )
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Baltic Sea Indigenous Court on behalf of
Konns of Godland that the will of the Konns of Godland be fulfilled and immediate action
taken to re-establish the structures of legitimate states.
For Latvijas Republika use statutes of state founding structures from 1938 starting
with the Statutes of the central foreign occupying structure – by Latvian Society
nationalised central bank Latvijas Banka http://www.labie.lv/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/centr%C4%81lbankas-statuti-19.g.pdf .
Be it known that by a written document, dated 11.06.17 , Ditta and Leif of Godland
re-established peace and the structures of legitimate state Latvijas Republika using
statutes of state´s basic organisations from 1938, before it was occupied by any
foreign military troops or foreign banks. This goal is achieved by Structure
Investigations and dismantling of those found to be foreign colonizing private
structures and rebuilding the base of our origin - Indigenous World Order, through
Indigenous Decentralisation.

Monarchy State Sweden
As Monarch of State Sweden, Leif Erlingsson has proclaimed a legitimate state for
the Swedish nation, and has freed everybody from previous contracts and
agreements with foreign corporations. The proclamation has been registered 8.9.17.
at the Nacka District Court in connection with public testimony in courtroom
before about 100 professional participants, where the Indigenous Court's decision
on the method of disposal of spent nuclear fuel was submitted.
It is the one who has the Power to create money who has the real power. Monarch
of State Sweden has given the real power back to The People. All forms of war have
become criminalized and prohibited.
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Holocaust of Swedes ends NOW!
Monarchy State Sweden is part of Godland through Diarchy with Ditta of Godland,
Ditta af Östersjöväldet, Konna of Godland – Ditta Rietuma.

State Latvian Republik president
Ditta Rietuma is also President of state Republic Latvia. Monarchy State Sweden
and State Republic Latvia are thus two states that acknowledge each other. State
Republic Latvia's re-establishment documents are available
at http://www.latvijasrepublika.info/ .
Right here and now though ,the IV Roman Reich syndicate through privately owned
corporation NORDEA bank from Sweden, and foreign private courts pretending to
represent state, are trying to expropriate the last and only Latvian society, registered
on Statutes fr 1938, legitimately restauring state ”Latvijas Republika”, established 18.11.1918
and still not renewed, but fraudulently being replaced by Rothchild, Soros, Crown etc
corporations that occupy Latvia. This III WW is financial and media war through
illegitimate inforced laws.
F ex Bank Nordea is in criminal conspiracy with central banks. NORDEA ows Ditta Rietuma
and Pr Chris Busby 37,5 million Euros as Nordea has not returned their skeem contracts
and still hold them in their fraudfull system receiving 25 times more money from Rothchild
private centralbank Latvijas Banka that goes around some 10 times a year. But NORDEA
wins in Sigulda court - ex of systemic fraud that has made almost a third of Latvias
population to leave Latvia and the rest to live in a death camp like conditions of foreign law
and bank tirany.
A pretence bailiff refusing to legitimize his identity and respond to structure evaluation has
sold on digtalised automatic IT sale land and home “Izumi” of indigenous family of Ditta
Rietuma, konna of Godland. “Izumi” in Villasmuiža, Ropazu district in Latvia is even the
land hired by Ditta Rietuma to society “Latviešu Biedrība” that is the founding block of
state ”Latvijas Republika” that has through fraud been stolen by Roman Reich conglamerat.
“Izumi” is even the registered address of Latvian Society “Latviešu Biedrība”. Farm “Izumi”
is the holy land on the border between ancient Latvian tribes Livi and Lotgolians with one
of the very last Indigenous oak temples, pagan baptizing and adulthood Inauguration
chapels. In Europe all pagan temples have been forbidden and are still being exterminated
and their keepers kept under complex inquisition. Roman Reich gets properties.
Holocaust of Latvians ends NOW!
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Holy vittnesses suspected for crimes of Genocide
This Declaration of Peace was issued in June to escape need to arrest and detain to
examin in sheriffs facilities Georg Soros, Pope Francis, Vaira Vike Freiberga, Ināra
Murniece, Raimonds Vējonis, Einars Repse, central banker Ilmars Rimsevics,
Dzintars Rasnačs, Andrejs Sonciks, Ilze Cirule, Kaspars Abolins, Inese Gailite, Jurijs
Strods, Edwin Balsivics, pretence bailiff Raimonds Mezins, pretence judges Maija
Dreimane, Ilze Apse for crimes of genocide towards indigenous people, and war
crimes towards legitimate state Latvijas Republika citizens.
All militia and National Guard are deputized to carry out this warrant in case of resistance
to re-establishment of legitimate state Latvijas Republika with state owned central bank
and 49 kommercial banks of the state as well as establishment of 3000 local ethnogenetical
societies that employ all deputies as well as indigenous rights according to the 9
declarations of indigenous people of Latvia and Baltic Sea area, found on
http://www.labie.lv/deklaracijas/ .
We are satisfied that there is probable cause for IMMEDIATE ARREST of any man or
woman resisting re-establishment of 2 legitimate states Latvijas Republika and
Monarchy State Sweden as it is in the best interest of the safety and well-being of
humanity to stop nuclear war systems.

Criminalising corporations of Iron Death Cage
The Criminalisation process is made up of three components:
1. Creation of a social order. This is both a socio-economic process, a fundamental
ordering of social relations so that those things necessary for social survival can be
produced and distributed in some predictable fashion and an ideological process so
that there can be a development of values, beliefs, and ideas related to the concrete
tasks of production and distribution. Thus, the Diarchs of Godland develop
restoration of the indigenous apparatus of law creation, law enforcement and
punishment and the system is acceptable to the majority of those who live in the
community as it is based on the common sense and heart consciousness of local
indigenous people. If the laws do not match the general mores, their enforcement
will be a source of friction and disharmony. Conformity to the social order must, for
the most part, be self-enforced.
2. For those times when self-enforcement fails, society must create a legal order. This
part of the process sees the centralisation of power within the institutions of the
political state. Some states justified the criminalisation process as demonstrating
their concerns about safety and security, the policy of control, policing, criminal
justice, and penal practice. The corporate states had privatised the functions of the
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administration of billions of people into a very centralized grid totally controlled by
VISA and MASTERcard corporation owners. Diarchs are decentralising the global
network by giving power back to the native people of each region. This is changing
the character and content of the remaining institutions of the state which must now
work co-operatively with indigenous peoples. This order is centralized by the fact
that it is controlled by the Diarchs who are installing an Indigenous University for
education of indigenous people, loyal management providers and the rehabilitation
of the violent mass murderous employees who will now be leaving the corporations
in great numbers and need support and de-programming from their violent biorobotisation experiences.
3. Each member of the previous political order must realign to the local
indigenous people of the district through Indigenous Decentralisation, so that
the recharged political entities such as managers, legislators and judges set agreed
targets for indigenous state control and then produce actual outputs of the legal
indigenous order, i.e. of people defined as engaged in criminal corporations and
processed out of that criminal system, while the corporation is being resized into
structures loyal to and manageable by the local indigenous peoples.

Criminal Nuclear War Systems
Criminal Nuclear War Systems are the material and socio-economic systems created and
maintained by criminal corporations that use these systems for totalitarian goals of
absolute control, enslavement and mass murder of the peoples through severe risk of
apocalyptic destruction of all life. CNW corporations are big employers and involve
dependent masses in the industries that are staging apocalyptic events.
Such CNWS corporations have infiltrated and are pretending to be governments, religious
orders, banks and insurance, media and communications, security and defence, health and
environment protectors.
Investigating Criminal Nuclear War Systems

Nuclear wars systems are the latest form of war, racism and other lethal discrimination
methodologies.
Material

Therefore the material of CNWS consists of all weapons of war and mass murder,
artificially created lack of basic and community resources, and in democide and genocide
involving whole matrices of technical devices, machinery and buildings.
Itemized more fully, the material CNWS consist of
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1) All weapons of war and mass murder - Nuclear weapons, biological weapons,
chemical weapons, scalar weapons, and conventional weapons, for attack on
humans. Drugs, alcohol, and nicotine are also used as as weapon.
2) Money as weapon of discrimination, racism and genocide
a) Artificially created lack of basic resources – water, food, housing, comfort and
reproduction networks, clothing, farming land, telecommunications,
sustainable labor network, tools for protection, transportation vehicles.
b) Artificially created lack of community resources - housing for ethnogenetical
and language protection societies of any group, electricity, petroil, free
energy, courts, local money, cooperative banking, media, indigenous temples,
hospitals, local native militia.
3) In democide and genocide structures and processes involved whole matrices of
technical devices, machinery and buildings.
4) Humans involved in CNWS are of various racial, ethnogenetical and language
groups, but some are more dominant than others. Groups involved in planning and
financing of CNWS have to be established and reordered to stop the apocalyptic
events of global genocide.
Social

5) De-population plans of secret rulers (Agenda 21, Barbra Spectre warnings, 3 war plan
of Illuminati to gain world order)
6) Disinformation weapons – within law (fraud of calling law - rules imposed without
personal acceptance) and courts, media, education, governance, religion, banks,
security, health and environment.
7) Illegal social constructions as weapons of mass destruction – as corporations that are
dead, unhuman, unreliable, irresponsible, immortal personas that have committed
the worst possible genocide and democide acts through employees.
8) Irresponsible employment systems as excuse for genocidal acts
9) Destruction of law-concept - fraud of calling law mainly unlawful policies and rules
imposed without acceptance
10) Social aspect of Money as weapon of discrimination, racism and mass destruction
11) Destruction of gift economy reality, that is the base of all nature laws
12) Destruction of morality and heart consciousness closely tied to destruction of gift
economy, as business conceptually is based on immoral, feudal and even destructive
profitability bases.
13) Social systems of housing as a concentration/death camp
14) Destruction of self-governing units - from a one man one woman independent
reality, to families, farms, villages, areas, regions…
15) The social process of destruction of sacred feminine and male identity as the cult of
fertility
16) Imposing of monogamy
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17) Abortion industry as mass murder
18) Imposing of Satanic religions on children and grown ups
19) Fertility and health destruction by WIFI, mobiles and data generator masts
20) Radiation risk prediction modeling as a weapon of mass destruction, where ECRR/
model has to be used instead of ICRP.
21) Social process of ongoing nuclear contamination war, by bomb testing, nuclear
powerplants, and ecologically impossible nuclear waste disposal
22) Food and water supplements by Corpus Alimentarius
23) Air, food and water poisons by chemtrails as chemical weapons
24) Lack of real money as mass murder of the unborn children as parents can’t afford
even the tiny expenses
25) Destruction of family, kin and race to leave these structures unprotected and
diminishing.
26) Stealing of children and grandchildren by corporate social service entities for profit,
child trafficking and paedophilia
27) organized crime in psychiatry by lack of loving environment treatments, lack of
resources for terrorised exhausted people robbed by the corporations and poisoned
by pharmaceutical/medical combine.
28) matrices of mainstream mind control methods for controlling the masses through
media and apparent entertainment
29) Storing the elderly in environments of no or too little contact with the new
generation to leave them in lack of experience of the elderly advice protection
30) Storing the young in mass storage schools with education that is more like slave biorobotisation with too little contact with their families
31) Forced identification, registration and taxation with one geographical unit that has
no competition, living in enforced no choice trap – death camp
32) Stealing of wealth – holding conceptual frame of automatized stealth of all wealth
through transatlantic trade agreements, exports,
33) Enforced automic digitalization of all wealth-acquiring processes that results in biorobotisation of people in a totalitarian system with no chance for any impact on it.
34) mainstream hidden forms of slave labour – from effective and high technology to
primitive, but always with far too many working hours and too little insurance and
contamination exposure compensation, people would work only a couple of months
in a 100 year life if the resources were managed effectively in a real state where
citizens are stake holders at last.
35) The social process of destruction of environment that erases endless wealth
36) Destruction of all sorts of species of life forms, that erases endless wealth
37) Stealing of planetary resources by a tiny irresponsible group of robber barons and
mass murderers – totalitarian psychopaths, aliens
38) Cannibalism ( Skull and Bones rituals of sacrifice of Indigenous peoples )
39) Paedophilia (global Pizz Gate)
40) banking as hypnotic social service with criminally unjustly monopolises crucial
technology
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41) Schizophrenic demands for one God though people pray to thousands of various
divinities.
42) Cannibal and Death Cult religion takeover hiding the living Gods and saints
43) Fraud of atheism to stop the Gods creation of Divine reality on Earth
44) Establishing Kings that are not directly chosen by the living Gods of Love, Peace and
Understanding, and leaving Gods Kings resourceless
45) Systemic elimination of Love from the conceptual social realities to induce fear and
hate as global Satanic cult

Primary parameters in Indigenous Decentralization
Independent supreme judges of the “BSIC / CNWS X” hereby provide SOS decisions for
parameters of systemic errors of Nuclear War Systems to be replaced by safe indigenous
systems creating thriving societies of Peace-Love-Understanding. These are the orders.
Indeed - not following them will keep the society close to the risk of extinction. This is not
a drill, but true emergency and a real solution.
Method is scientific and administrative - to criminalize genocidal systems without hurting
people within them and to speed up the processes of updating healthy systems.
Referee judges of CNWS agreed on the following primary parameters in Indigenous
Decentralization of the matrix of Criminal Nuclear War Systems (CNWS).
1. We rely on the wisdom and virtues of local indigenous people as a fundamental
love civilisation to manage the lands and property of their predecessors and to
restore the power systems and teach the next generations.
2. We decentralise the global New World Order corporation networks that have
replaced sovereign states by corrupting the governments and parliaments through
godless laws and monetary fraud and submit all the corporations to Indigenous
Decentralisation by locals.
3. We use the ECRR- radiation risk model, instead of ICRP, to predict radioactivity
risk. We forbid mind control technologies, WIFI and data overexposure of children
and grownups.
4. We decentralise Nuclear and other attack war weapons producing industries.
5. We decentralise all scientific and education institutions that support the concepts
of nuclear war systems and war as such.
6. We decentralise all global financial war economy corporations – as IMF, Holy Sea,
World Bank, Bis.org, Unidroit.org, etc and call for a Bretton Woods II type meeting
for sovereign National currencies to be based upon and attached to Indigenous oxa
money that is self-created and accounted at Indigenous court, and is backed by the
living seeds and the loving spirits. We decentralise commercial banks that are not
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7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

loyal to Indigenous people and we start by decentralizing the ones that finance
nuclear war possibility.
We decentralize all housing and land management corporations to be managed by
indigenous people.
We decentralise corporate administrative institutions of courts and governments
that can not prove their loyalty to indigenous people and are found guilty
administering expropriation of property and offspring of local people as well as in
other forms of genocide
We decentralise corporate media that induces bio-robotisation of people.
We decentralise religious institutions that stop human communication with the
higher forces and support nuclear war systems. We forbid Satanism and the sekts
that cultivate it.
We decentralise institutions destroying health and environment.
We deconstruct corporations as NATO-OTAN, Pravitelstvo RF in Russia, Ministry
of State Security in China Peoples Rep and all other military corporations and war
mangling companies that are not loyal to indigenous peoples.
We deconstruct UN and EURATOM as the source of European Federation etc.
We Love every human being, Protect their divine rights and Understand them. We
endorce all Gods of Love, Peace and Understanding. Tax shall not exeed 1/10 and
shall not support any Satanist activities and war mangling.

Accusations
An organized system of abduction, exploitation, torture, exile and murder of large numbers
of women, men and children by nuclear war systems appears to exist in Latvia, and it is
operated by fraudulent corporations pretending to be structures of the state. It involves so
called state police department, state judiciary, state government and illegitimately federal
government of EU, including military. Nuclear War Systems (NWS) consist of automated
and corporate administration including military industrial complex, churches, laws, courts
and prisons, finance and banking, labor market, food and water industry, health insurance,
pharma, land ownership, housing ownership, media, communications, energy industries,
technology, education, life care corporations etc.
These fraudulent nuclear war system are highly funded and linked to criminal
organizations of Satanist cannibalism in various churches, and foreign mobsters from
Russia, UK, Netherlands, Rome, Israel, China, Switzerland and the USA etc., who through
central banks steal the money from the nations to invest it in genocidal corporations
obsessed with Satanism and imposing apocalyptic nuclear war systems on the world. It is
funded in part by a massive drug trade and child trafficking, with which it is intimately
connected.
This cannibal system is crusader-centuries-old and has been supplied with women, men
and children of aboriginal origin with the paid collusion of lawyers, clergy and officials of
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Roman Catholic and other Christian churches, and Islamic Mosques, Jewish Synagogues,
and any other churches of the world, along with state-funded aboriginal leaders and
officials of any of state government departments, where states are not governed by the
indigenous people but are in the net of an automated and in the end suicidal mega
corporation filled with people programmed into merchants-biorobots that are systemically
murdering the aboriginal people (physically or by identity loss) and expropriating their
lands, their homes, their oak temples as any of their resources and even their children.

IMMEDIATE ARREST
We are satisfied that there is probable cause for IMMEDIATE ARREST of any man or
woman resisting re-establishment of legitimate states Latvijas Republika and
Monarchy State Sweden as it is in the best interest of the safety and well-being of
humanity to stop nuclear war systems that have colonized both nations.

The partial list of holy dismantler’s of the Iron Death Cage
The list below consists of the people directly proven to have committed criminal
acts of genocide against kin of Rietuma and those responsible indirectly by their
higher position in the pyramid of genocidal regime staging the apocalyptic
scenarios creating secret fashist racist planetary death camp – global Iron Death
Cage.
These people are holy saints as they will be arrested or appear themselves to bring
forward their statements on the kind of networks that are murdering life on Earth .
Holy accused witnesses will after the testimony be given the rehabilitation and
even indigenous salary if they actively engage in dismantling the fashist
corporations of Iron Death Cage by contracts with Indigenous World Order of
Godland and use of by indigenous self produced and by indigenous courts self
accounted indigenous oxa money BIR/WIR.
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Holy slavedrivers employed in criminal mass genocide and corporations
Ropaži, Latvia
Zigurds Blaus, Indulis Līdacis, Renāte Gremze, Jānis Ķezis, Vladislavs Šlēgelmilhs, Jānis
Grigaļūns, Valdis Šīrants, Ingrīda Amantova, Aigars Kleins, Klaudija Hēla, Aivars
Oleksāns, Raimonds Mežiņš ,
Latvia
Maija Dreimane, Normunds Riņķis, Inta Jēkabsone, Iveta Stuberovska, Ilze Apse ,
Vineta Mazure, Dzintars Rasnačs, Iveta Brimerberga, Vivita Voronova, Irēna Logina,
Andris Teikmanis, A. Drozdova, Juris Vildauss, Rasmu Griņu, M. Milere, I. Mikulova,
Štrikere, I. Riekstiņa, Normunds Riņķis, A. Šeniņa, L Stivriņa, A. Āva, Ozoliņa, L. Arāja
un Klotiņa,Dace Punāne un Solvita Ķikāne, I. Braunfelde un Vucēne , K. Ermansone un
Dārzniece, Ivo Leci, Belovu, Nariškinu, Dmitrenoku, Elizabeth Critchley, James L. Balsillie,
Dhananjaya Dvived, Lawrence N. Lavine, Nicholas Haag, Karina Saroukhanian, Catherine
Ashton, Klāvs Vasks, Laimdota Straujuma, Andris Ozoliņš, Baiba Anda Rubesa, Andris
Liepiņš, Mārtiņš Bičevskis, Martins Sedlackis, Āris Žīgurs, L. Karlina un Inga Baltā ,
Dmitrijs Grušnovs, Andra Sauskāja, E. Petkeviča, Kaspars Sniedze, Z.Storastīts, Z,
Stupeņa, A.Brolišs, Korotkeviča, A.Sauskājs, J. Jančevskis, Jānis Bārzdainis, Gatis
Kalvītis, J. Bērziņš, A. Paeglis , Agris Sūna, Raimonds Mežiņš, Sandis Tomsons, Gunita
Špēla, Juris Vildauss. Jānis Jonass , A. Ruša un L. Kuplā /Kuplaja, Normundu Mežvietu un E.
Cinkus, Solvita Zvidriņa, R. Kronbergs, Vasila, Riņķim, Jēkabsonei, Stuberovska, Kristapu
Zakuli,

Sweden
Ingegerd Ronge, Peter Andersson, Leo Andersson, Jan Öhman , Therese Klang, Åsa Lundell, IlNam Kroon, Ann-Cathrin Lindell, Marie Samuelsson, Sonja Lind-Brolinson, Christina Sandahl,
Ulrika Thorsson, Sven Gustafsson, Petri Salonen, Ewa Glennow, Henrik Smedberg, Jonathan
Parsman, Cristopher Veide , och HB board Niclas Lindberg, Marietta de Pourbaix-Lundin, Robert
Thorstenson, Anette Sand,
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Slavedriver drivers
Latvia
Mārtiņš Bojārs, Ilmāru Rimševicu, M. Solovjakovs, H.Ozols, Juri Jansonu, Egīlu Levitu, Jānis
Buks, Kristapu Zakuli, Juri Stukānu, Andris Teikmanis, Jāni Reiru, Dana Reizniece –Ozola,
Rihardu Kozlovski, Jāni Maizīti, Raimondu Bergmani, Arvilu Ašeradenu, Ivaru Godmani,
Eināru Repši, Ināru Mūrnieci, Solvitu Mellupi Āboltiņu, Lolitu Čigāni, Aigaru Kalvīti,
Anatoliju Gorbunovu, Jāni Dzenīti, Inna Šteinbuka , Ivars Priedītis , Juri Jākobsonu, Gunti
Beļavski, Klāvu Vasku, A. Dobrājs, Vairu Vīķi Freibergu, Andri Bērziņu, Raimondu Vējoni,
Ojārs Eriks Kalniņš, Valdi Zatleru, Ints Ķuzis, Māri Kučinski , Nilu Ušakovu, Gitu
Umanovsku, Dmitrij Krupnikov, Edgars Tavars, Zbigņevu Stankeviču, Dzintaru Rasnaču,
Jānis Buks, Jānis Dzenītis, Jānis Maizītis

Sweden
Björn von Sydow, Casper von Koskull, Annika Falkengren, Jacob Wallenberg, Brigitte
Bonnessen, Carl XVI Gustaf Bernadott, I. Bob Moritz , Fredric Reinfeldt, Göran Persson,
Mikael Ericson, Carl Bildt, Anders Borg, Fredrik Hassel, Boris Shpigel, Barbara Spectre,
Philip Spectre, Fredrik Näslund, Stefan Löfven, Aziz Dag,
World
Yukiya Amano, Vladimira Putina dubultnieki, Sergej Shoigu, Jens Stoltenberg, António
Manuel de Oliveira Guterres, Willem-Alexander Claus George Ferdinand, Elizabeth
Alexandra Mary Windsor, Jorge Mario Bergoglio, Henrik Kissinger, Georg Soros, Die
Ward Hock, Jean-Claude Juncker, Richard Neil Haythornthwaite, David Rockefeller, Jr,
Carl-Henric Svanberg, Regina Dugan,Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump,
Carla A. Hills, Robert E. Rubin, Richard E. Salomon, Richard N. Haass, John Abizaid, Peter
Ackerman, Fouad Ajami, Madeleine K. Albright, Henry S. Bienen, Alan Blinder, Mary Boies,
David G. Bradley, Tom Brokaw, Sylvia Mathews Burwell, Kenneth M. Duberstein, Martin
Feldstein, Stephen Friedman, Ann M. Fudge,Pamela Gann, J. Tomilson Hill, Donna Hrinak,
Alberto Ibargüen, Shirley Jackson, Martin Feldstein, Stephen Friedman, Ann M. Fudge,
Pamela Gann, J. Tomilson Hill, Donna Hrinak, Alberto Ibargüen, Shirley Jackson, Henry R.
Kravis, Jami Miscik, Joseph S. Nye, Jr., James W. Owens, Peter G. Peterson, Colin L. Powell,
Penny Pritzker, David M. Rubenstein, George Erik Rupp, Frederick W. Smith, Joan E. Spero,
Vin Weber, Christine Todd Whitman, Fareed Zakaria
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300 criminaly engaged holy slaveholders ordered to decentralise their corporations
Abdullah II of Jordan
Abramovich, Roman Arkadyevich
Ackermann, Josef
Adeane, Edward
Agius, Marcus Ambrose Paul
Ahtisaari, Martti Oiva Kalevi
Akerson, Daniel
Albert II of Belgium
Alexander – Crown Prince of Yugoslavia
Alexandra (Princess) – The Honourable Lady Ogilvy
Alphonse, Louis – Duke of Anjou
Amato, Giuliano
Anderson, Carl A.
Andreotti, Giulio
Andrew (Prince) – Duke of York
Anne – Princess Royal
Anstee, Nick
Ash, Timothy Garton
Astor, William Waldorf – 4th Viscount Astor
August, Ernst – Prince of Hanover
Aven, Pyotr
Balkenende, Jan Peter
Ballmer, Steve
Balls, Ed
Barroso, José Manuel
Beatrix (Queen)
Belka, Marek
Bergsten, C. Fred
Berlusconi, Silvio
Bernake, Ben
Bernhard (Prince) of Lippe-Biesterfeld
Bernstein, Nils
Berwick, Donald
Bildt, Carl
Bischoff, Sir Winfried Franz Wilhen “Win”
Blair, Tony
Blankfein, Lloyd
Blavatnik, Leonard
Bloomberg, Michael
Bolkestein, Frits
Bolkiah, Hassanal
Bonello, Michael C
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Kerry, John Forbes
King, Mervyn
Kinnock, Glenys
Kissinger, Henry
Knight, Malcolm
Koon, William H. II
Krugman, Paul
Kufuor, John
Lajolo, Giovanni
Lake, Anthony
Lambert, Richard
Lamy, Pascal
Landau, Jean-Pierre
Laurence, Timothy James Hamilton
Leigh-Pemberton, James
Leka, Crown Prince of Albania
Leonard, Mark
Levene, Peter – Baron Levene of Portsoken
Leviev, Lev
Levitt, Arthur
Levy, Michael – Baron Levy
Lieberman, Joe
Livingston, Ian
Loong, Lee Hsien
Lorenz (Prince) of Belgium, Archduke of A
Louis-Dreyfus, Gérard
Mabel (Princess) of Orange-Nassau
Mandelson, Peter Benjamin
Manning, Sir David Geoffrey
Margherita – Archduchess of Austria-Este
Margrethe II Denmark
Martínez, Guillermo Ortiz
Mashkevitch, Alexander
Massimo, Stefano (Prince) – Prince of Rocc
Volsci
McDonough, William Joseph
McLarty, Mack
Mersch, Yves
Michael (Prince) of Kent
Michael of Romania
Miliband, David
Miliband, Ed
Mittal, Lakshmi
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Bonino, Emma
Boren, David L.
Borwin – Duke of Mecklenburg
Bronfman, Charles Rosner
Bronfman, Edgar Jr.
Bruton, John
Brzezinski, Zbigniew
Budenberg, Robin
Buffet, Warren
Bush, George HW
Cameron, David William Donald
Camilla – Duchess of Cornwall
Cardoso, Fernando Henrique
Carington, Peter – 6th Baron Carrington
Carlos – Duke of Parma
Carlos, Juan – King of Spain
Carney, Mark J.
Carroll, Cynthia
Caruana, Jaime
Castell, Sir William
Chan, Anson
Chan, Margaret
Chan, Norman
Charles – Prince of Wales
Chartres, Richard
Chiaie, Stefano Delle
Chipman, Dr John
Chodiev, Patokh
Christoph, Prince of Schleswig-Holstein
Cicchitto, Fabrizio
Clark, Wesley Kanne Sr. (General)
Clarke, Kenneth
Clinton, Bill
Cohen, Abby Joseph
Cohen, Ronald
Cohn, Gary D.
Colonna, Marcantonio (di Paliano) – Prince Duke of
Paliano
Constantijn (Prince) of the Netherlands
Constantine II Greece
Cooksey, David
Cowen, Brian
Craven, Sir John
Crockett, Andrew
Dadush, Uri
D’Aloisio, Tony
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Moreno, Glen
Moritz – Prince and Landgrave of Hesse-Ka
Murdoch, Rupert
Napoléon, Charles
Nasser, Jacques
Niblett, Robin
Nichols, Vincent
Nicolás, Adolfo
Noyer, Christian
Ofer, Sammy
Ogilvy, David – 13th Earl of Airlie
Ollila, Jorma Jaakko
Oppenheimer, Nicky
Osborne, George
Oudea, Frederic
Parker, Sir John
Patten, Chris
Pébereau, Michel
Penny, Gareth
Peres, Shimon
Philip (Prince) – Duke of Edinburgh
Pio, Dom Duarte – Duke of Braganza
Pöhl, Karl Otto
Powell, Colin
Prokhorov, Mikhail
Quaden, Guy Baron
Rasmussen, Anders Fogh
Ratzinger, Joseph Alois (Pope Benedict XVI
Reuben, David
Reuben, Simon
Rhodes, William R. “Bill”
Rice, Susan
Rifkind, Sir Malcolm Leslie
Ritblat, Sir John
Roach, Stephen S.
Robinson, Mary
Rockefeller, David Jr.
Rockefeller, David Sr.
Rockefeller, Nicholas
Rodríguez, Javier Echevarría
Rogoff, Kenneth Saul “Ken”
Roth, Jean-Pierre
Rothschild, Jacob – 4th Baron Rothschild
Rubenstein, David
Rubin, Robert
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Darling, Alistair
Davies, Sir Howard
Davignon, Étienne
Davis, David
De Rothschild, Benjamin
De Rothschild, David René James
De Rothschild, Evelyn Robert
De Rothschild, Leopold David
Deiss, Joseph
Deripaska, Oleg
Dobson, Michael
Draghi, Mario
Du Plessis, Jan
Dudley, William C.
Duisenberg, Wim
Edward (Prince) – Duke of Kent
Edward (The Prince) – Earl of Wessex
Elkann, John
Emanuele, Vittorio – Prince of Naples, Crown Prince of
Italy
Fabrizio (Prince) – Massimo-Brancaccio
Feldstein, Martin Stuart “Marty”
Festing, Matthew
Fillon, François
Fischer, Heinz
Fischer, Joseph Martin
Fischer, Stanley
FitzGerald, Niall
Franz, Duke of Bavaria
Fridman, Mikhail
Friedrich, Georg – Prince of Prussia
Friso (Prince) of Orange-Nassau
Gates, Bill
Geidt, Christopher
Geithner, Timothy
Gibson-Smith, Dr Chris
Gorbachev, Mikhail
Gore, Al
Gotlieb, Allan
Green, Stephen
Greenspan, Alan
Grosvenor, Gerald – 6th Duke of Westminster
Gurría, José Ángel
Gustaf, Carl XVI of Sweden
Hague, William
ourfolket@gmail.com

Ruspoli, Francesco – 10th Prince of Cervet
Safra, Joseph
Safra, Moises
Sands, Peter A.
Sarkozy, Nicolas
Sassoon, Isaac S.D.
Sassoon, James Meyer – Baron Sassoon
Sawers, Sir Robert John
Scardino, Marjorie
Schwab, Klaus
Schwarzenberg, Karel
Schwarzman, Stephen A.
Shapiro, Sidney
Sheinwald, Nigel
Sigismund (Archduke) – Grand Duke of Tu
Simeon of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha
Snowe, Olympia
Sofía (Queen) of Spain
Soros, George

Specter, Arlen
Stern, Ernest
Stevenson, Dennis – Baron Stevenson of Co
Steyer, Tom
Stiglitz, Joseph E.
Strauss-Kahn, Dominique
Straw, Jack
Sutherland, Peter
Tanner, Mary
Tedeschi, Ettore Gotti
Thompson, Mark
Thomson, Dr. James A.
Tietmeyer, Hans
Trichet, Jean-Claude
Tucker, Paul
Van Rompuy, Herman
Vélez, Álvaro Uribe
Verplaetse, Alfons Vicomte
Villiger, Kaspar
Vladimirovna, Maria – Grand Duchess of Ru
Volcker, Paul
Von Habsburg, Otto
Waddaulah, Hassanal Bolkiah Mu’izzaddin
Walker, Sir David Alan
Wallenberg, Jacob
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Hampton, Sir Philip Roy
Hans-Adam II – Prince of Liechtenstein
Harald V Norway
Harper, Stephen
Heisbourg, François
Henri – Grand Duke of Luxembourg
Hildebrand, Philipp
Hills, Carla Anderson
Holbrooke, Richard
Honohan, Patrick
Howard, Alan
Ibragimov, Alijan
Ingves, Stefan Nils Magnus
Isaacson, Walter

Walsh, John
Warburg, Max
Weber, Axel Alfred
Weill, Michael David
Wellink, Nout
Whitman, Marina von Neumann
Willem-Alexander – Prince of Orange
William (Prince) of Wales
Williams, Dr Rowan
Williams, Shirley – Baroness Williams of Cr
Wilson, David – Baron Wilson of Tillyorn
Wolfensohn, James David
Wolin, Neal S.
Woolf, Harry – Baron

We are satisfied that there is probable cause for IMMEDIATE ARREST of any man or
woman resisting re-establishment of legitimate states Latvijas Republika and
Monarchy State Sweden as it is in the best interest of the safety and well-being of
humanity to stop nuclear war systems that have colonized both nations.
Signatories
The Court of 9 Indigenous Judges
Ditta Rietuma (Latvians, Swedes),
Leif Erlingsson (Swedes),
Jan Rosbäck (Swedes),
Per Hegelund (Danes),
Anna Lind (Swedes),
Martin Ots (Estonians),
Michael Karlsson (Swedes),
Birgitta Möller (Swedes),
Lars Solstrale (Swedes)

9.9.12017
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